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ABSTRACT 

Despite the plethora of frameworks and tools for developing agent systems, there is a remarkable lack of generalized 
methodologies for assessing their performance, while adequately addressing the unpredictable and complex nature of 

intelligent agents. In this paper, we present a generic methodology for evaluating agent performance,  the Agent 

Performance Evaluation (APE) methodology that consists of representation tools, guidelines and techniques for 

organizing and using metrics, measurements and aggregated characterizations of performance.  The main element of APE 

is the Metrics Representation Tree, a generic structure that enables efficient manipulation of evaluation-specific 
information. A formal specification of the proposed methodology is provided and its applicability is demonstrated 

through Symbiosis, an existing multi-agent system to be used as a testbed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last years, the interest in agent technology has evolved from the  “agent-hype”, earlier in this 

decade, to its adoption for a more narrow, yet better defined, range of applications that exploit certain  

engineering characteristics of agents, including adaptation to dynamic environments, mobility and 

negotiation capabilit ies. Still, although many interesting findings have been produced in  the research sphere 

(including incorporation of cutting-edge AI techniques into agent bodies), very few real-world applicat ions 

actually use agents in practice, a  fact that underlines the reluctance of software practitioners to embrace agent  

systems.  

We argue that one reason for this is that, despite the plethora of engineering  tools and methodologies for 

agents, there exists no general, standardized performance evaluation methodology that enables developers to 

formally validate and quantify benefits and drawbacks that agents and MAS may exh ibit. Given  the absence 

of such a general evaluation methodology, researchers in the agent community currently devise their own 

metrics and methods for special purpose evaluation. The corresponding findings are of qualitative nature, 

thus introducing some degree of subjectivity, as well as practically impossible  to reproduce, due to not 

having followed a well defined methodological path. 

In the literature of Intelligent Systems evaluation (agents and MAS being a special case of this field), two 

complementary approaches to the IS evaluation problem can be identified [1]: (i) the bottom-up and (ii) the 

top-down. The former advocates the definition of formal constructs and languages that will enable the 

definit ion of the appropriate terms and scope of IS (e.g. [2]). Evaluation will thereafter be gradually built  

upon these formal foundations. The top-down approach (e.g. [3]), on the other hand, supports experiences 
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from d ifferent ad-hoc evaluation attempts may be generalized into a concise domain-independent 

methodology, that will be established at the time that IS reach a sufficient level of maturity 

In this paper, we present a complete methodology, top-down for evaluating the performance of agents and 

MAS using the Symbiosis  [9] test case for validation purposes. The Agent Performance Evaluation (APE) 

methodology’s main object ives are (i) to provide structured representation tools for organizing and  using 

evaluation-specific knowledge; (ii) to standardize various steps of the evaluation process, including metrics, 

measurements and their aggregation; and (iii) to incorporate higher level (qualitative) concepts into 

quantitative evaluation processes. In this direction, we provide a formal specification of the presented 

methodology, using Z notation [4]. APE is then defined as a “plug-in” for any system instantiation, in the 

sense that the definitions provided are abstract enough to cover a wide variety of systems and application 

domains. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a formal specificat ion of the APE 

methodology; Section 3 examines the applicability of APE in a specific application domain and Section 4 

concludes the paper with a summary of our contributions and future research directions. 

2. THE APE METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Overview 

The Agent Performance Evaluation (APE) methodology, a set of representation tools and guidelines for 

evaluators in the field of agent computing. APE is part  of a more general evaluation framework that also 

addresses the use of automated tools for conducting online collection of measurements during the runtime of 

a MAS (MEANDER in [5]). In this paper, we focus on the details of APE and examine its contribution to 

each one of the three following aspects of evaluation. 
Metrics: The Metrics Representation Tree (MRT), whose general structure is depicted in Figure 1, is a 

representation tool that organizes metrics, from specific to general aspects of performance evaluation. The 

bottom-most level of the MRT consists of Simple Metrics (SM) that are direct ly measurable. SMs are 

combined to form Composite Metrics (CM) that are not directly measurable, representing higher-level 

performance concepts . Moving upwards in the tree, CMs as well as SMs are further combined to form more 

CMs, until the root of the tree which corresponds  to the overall System Performance 

 

Figure 1: The Metrics Representation Tree 

Measurement: Having selected the measurement method (e.g. with respect  to the nature of experiments 

[6]), one must thoroughly provide an experimental design prototype and a data collection procedure. Since 

measurement techniques  heavily depend on the application at hand, APE does not provide details on how 

measurements are conducted. Instead, it emphasizes the automation of measurement collection, an issue 



addressed within the MEANDER framework, a specific  implementation of automated evaluation that follows 

the APE princip les [6].  

Aggregation: Following the collection of measurement values and the construction of metric -

measurement pairs, the problem of aggregation arises, in  order to summarize experimental findings into a 

single characterization of performance - either of a single module, or the system as a whole. In the case of the 

MRT of the proposed methodology, after having collected the measurements, the user traverses the tree in a 

bottom-up manner: starting from the specific metrics view, he/she proceeds upwards and, at each view, 

applies aggregation techniques to provide single characterizations of parent nodes. The MRT aggregation 

techniques one can apply range from simple average operators to complex mult i-criteria decision-making [7].  

2.2 Specification of APE 

Agents and MAS specification: The basis upon which we have developed our methodology is a formal, 

abstract specification of agent environments (System). The defin ition of basic terms and notions is 

imperative, in order to both unambiguously use terms and implicit ly define the scope of applicability of the  

proposed methodology. Thus, in this paper, we employ several basic definitions of agent-related concepts 

found in the work of d’Inverno and Luck [8], wherein a concise and sufficiently abstract definition of agents 

and MAS is provided. The specification in [8] begins with an axiomatic defin ition of Attributes, Motivations, 

Actions and Goals, and gradually proceeds to more complex terms, such as Agent and MAS. The reader is 

encouraged to refer to the original publicat ions for the formal specificat ions of the basic terms described 

below: 

1. In the context of MAS, a System consists of a set of Entities (agents or static objects) and a set of 

attributes (sysAttrs), describing its various properties. 

2. An Entity is an abstraction for any possible participant in the System that may have a set of possible 

actions, goals and other attributes (enAttrs).  

3. An Agent is a special case of an Entity, required to have non-zero goals. 

4. A View can be perceived by an Agent at a given time of runtime execution and includes a non-empty 

subset of System attributes. 

5. A MAS is a conglomeration of entities, hierarchically ordered as objects, agents and autonomous agents. 

Several different types of agents may participate in a MAS (namely autonomous agents and server 

agents, both specified in [10]), but it is required that any MAS consists of at least two agents, at least one 

of which is an autonomous agent. Finally, it is required that at  least two agents share a min imum of one 

goal. 

Evaluation: The central concept of APE is the metric, a standard that defines measurable attributes of 

entities, their units and their scopes . Metrics are the essential building blocks of any evaluation process, as 

they allow for the establishment of specific goals for improvement. The metric selection process is, thus, the 

answer to the question: “Which system aspects are representative of its performance?”.  

In general, the term metric may refer to (i) global performance aspects of the system that are known to all 

agents and/or measurable by central observers or non-agent entities (such as logfiles and databases); or (ii) 

agent performance attributes that are only accessible by the agent in question. Moreover, a Metric may either 

be a SimpleMetric or a CompositeMetric, as defined in: etricCompositeMicSimpleMetrMetric  

 

The SimpleMetric schema introduces the value member, which represents the actual measured value for 

this metric. The measurability requirement for a SimpleMetric is satisfied by ensuring that the value property 

is either an entity (enAttrs) or a system (sysAttrs) attribute. In the above schema, Value is defined as:  

AttributescaleAttributetypeAttributevalueValue :;:;:  



 

A CompositeMetric is a higher-level metric that is not directly measurable (note the requirement in the 

constraints section that value is not a member of  either sysAttrs or enAttrs); instead it is constructed from a 

number of children metrics. The contribution of each child to the CompositeMetric is signified by a Weight, 

defined as Weight ≡ {value : R}. A one-to-one function, named weightedChildren, maps children to weights, 

while the actual aggregation function for a CompositeMetric is later defined, in the Aggregate schema.  

Finally, the MRT schema contains metrics that comprise both a set of SimpleMetric and CompositeMetric 

instances. The status member takes values in the set S = {EMPTY, PARTIALLY_BOUND, BOUND, 

AGGREGATED}, signifying an MRT that has zero, some, all Simple Metrics values and all Composite 

Metrics values, respectively. The last two constraints ensure the tree structure of the MRT. We require that: 

(i) all SimpleMetrics are children of some CompositeMetrics and (ii) there exists a single root node that has 

no parents and all other metrics are direct or indirect children of it. 

 

Evaluation Operations: Several operations are required for the association of the APE methodology to 

the actual experiments of a runtime MAS, in order to: (i) collect the measured values for metrics within the 

context of an experiment (ii) integrate these values in the MRT and (iii) aggregate the MRT. We start  with 

Measurement that, having selected the appropriate metrics, is the next  fundamental methodological step that 

systematically assigns specific values to these metrics. Typical measurement methods consist of experimental 

design and data collection. A measurement method is, thus, the answer to the question  “How should I 

perform the experimental evaluation?”. The MeasurementCollector schema is simply a declaration of system 

entities authorized for co llect ing measurements and binding them to the MRT. 

 

Then, we define the Experiment schema, from the APE perspective. Any experiment involves the actual 

system, a set of measurement collecting entities and a set of experimental parameters (such as initiation and 

termination conditions, number of iterat ions, number of part icipating entities).  



 

The relationship between the system, the APE methodology and the experiment, is satisfied by the fact 

that all SimpleMetrics in the MRT refer to actual system attributes, and all measuring entities participate in  

the system runtime, while all experimental parameters are valid within the context of the system. 

The next operation, BindValue, associates measured values with the appropriate SimpleMetrics. The 

schema’s  input is a measured value that modifies a certain SimpleMetric (ΔSimpleMetric) by applying the 

bind function to it. The constraints ensure that values share the same type with metrics, in order for the  

correspondence of metric and measurement to be correct. 

 

The above schema binds a value to a single metric. However, in order to  define the impact of this change 

to the entire MRT, we employ the promotion technique, defined by Z notation. We define the schema 

PromoteBind: 

 

For each measured value, we obtain a schema that describes the operation on the entire MRT by ensuring 

that omoteBindBindValueicSimpleMetrBindValues Pr  

Another critical operation on Composite Metrics is Aggregation, which groups and combines collected 

measurements, possibly by the use of weights of importance, in order to conclude to atomic characterizat ions 

of the evaluated system. Aggregation is the answer to the question: “What is the outcome of the evaluation 

procedure?”. The aggregation operation calculates the value of a CompositeMetric based on an appropriate 

function on the values of its children.  

 

Similar to the BindValue schema, Aggregate is also promoted and, for each measured value, a schema 

that describes the operation on the entire MRT is defined as : 

gateomoteAggreAggregateetricCompositeMRTAggregateM Pr  

Finally, we prov ide the MeasureValue schema used by instances of MeasurementCollector : 

ValuePAttrfValuevalueueMeasureVal ::!  



In conclusion, the experimental phase of evaluation consists of the following  successive steps: (i) the 

parameters of the experiment and the corresponding MRT are defined; (ii) the system enters the runtime 

phase; (iii) the measuring entities measure the performance values; (iv) the collected values are bound to the 

MRT; and (v) the MRT is aggregated. 

The Z-statement Experiment ; InitSystem ; MeasureValues >> BindValues >> AggregateMRT resumes 

the above steps, by including the corresponding schemas. In the previous statement, InitSystem is an 

operation that initializes the members of the System schema, the “;” operator denotes a succession of schema 

inclusions or operations, while the >> operator denotes a piped execution of operations. 

3. DEMONSTRATION 

In this section, the applicability of APE is demonstrated through an already  implemented mult i-agent 

simulation environment, namely Symbiosis [9], that aims to study various aspects of learning capabilit ies of 

agent societies. Symbiosis  simulates a virtual ecosystem that hosts two self-organizing, combating species: 

preys, which are herbivorous and consume resources from the environment, and  predators, which are 

carnivorous and consume preys. All agents (animats) live and evolve in this shared environment, they are 

self-maintaining and engage in a series of vital activit ies, with the ultimate goals of survival and 

reproduction. Moreover, all their decisions are determined by an agent learning mechanism modeled using 

classifier systems and genetic algorithms [10]. 

3.1 The Symbiosis MRT 

We proceed by defining the appropriate metrics in the MRT structure. This process, currently undertaken 

by a domain expert, requires the identification of metrics and their weighted associations (Figure 2). Tab le 1 

lists the Simple Metrics, as introduced and applied in experiments in [9].  

 

Figure 2: The Symbiosis MRT  

Composite Metrics in the Symbiosis MRT are briefly described below: 

1. Adaptability is the ability of animats to learn and adapt in a changing environment. It is defined as (i) 

proportional to the animat’s effectiveness that encompasses the efficient use of its energy and 

environmental resources; and (ii) inversely proportional to the unknown situations an animat encounters. 

 



Table 1. Simple Metrics (SMs) for (a) Agent and (b) Environmental Attributes 
 

Agent Attributes Abbr 

resource consumption rate rcr 

trap collision rate tcr 

unknown situation rate usr 

reproduction rate rr 
knowledge base completeness kbc 

rule generality rg 

Effectiveness  e 

net effectiveness eNET 

 

Environmental Attributes Abbr 

epoch N 

resource availability a 

Environmental variety  v 

Environmental reliability r 

Current population cp 

(a) (b) 
 

2. Freedom of action (FoA)  represents the behavioral variety of animats with respect to a changing 

environment. An animat with a large degree of FoA would essentially have a large and reliable 

knowledge base of rules (kbc) that indicate the optimal act ion in a given environment. Ideally, an 

efficient knowledge base would have a large number of generalized rules (rg). 

3. Security measures the ability of animats to move and act safely within the environment. It is evident that 

a high trap collision rate (tcr) signifies an inefficient action selection mechanism. Moreover, Security 

depends on the environmental reliability (r), since a highly unreliab le environment would  be a more 

challenging ground for animats to move and act safely.  

4. SpeciesDynamics is an environmental metric that measures the “balance” between the two combating 

species and, therefore, takes into account population (cp) and reproduction rate (rr) of both species, in 

order to measure the effect of one group as a whole to the other. 

Based on the above definitions, a sample instantiation of PreyAdaptability would have the form: 

 

3.2 Experiments 

For demonstration purposes, we have repeated the experiments for Symbiosis, described in [9]. The goal of 

this section is to show that the proposed methodology can be applied to already existing systems, adding 

quantitative characteristics  to higher-level evaluation concepts. 

Tzima et al [9] describe a set of experiments that produce measurements  for the metrics of Table 1. The 

authors proceed by qualitatively discussing the higher-level evaluation concepts, such as prey adaptability. 

By using the MRT of Figure 2, we are able to introduce actual functions for measuring  such concepts. More 

specifically, we organize two sets of experiments, EA1 and EA2, aiming to assess the effect of the genetic rule 

creation mechanism on animat performance. This being equivalent to measuring the adaptability of preys, we 

select the highlighted path of the MRT of Figure 2, which contains  the set simple metrics sm = {prey_usr, 

prey_e} and the set of composite metrics cm = {preyAdaptability, preyEfficiency, SymbiosisPerformance}, 

and provide the instantiation in Z notation of the related schemas: 

 



where ParamsSet1 and ParamsSet2 are the set of parameters as defined in [9]. It must be noted that, 

while the global parameters are the same in both experiments, in EA1 both species utilize the learn ing 

mechanis m, whereas in EA2 only preys are capable of learning through their actions. 

The measurement and binding procedures result into two ins tances of the MRT, one for each experiment. 

We apply aggregation on the selected path of metrics for both MRTs, in a bottom-up fashion, using simple 

weighted sum as the aggregation function. The instantiation of AggregateMRT schema results into Composite 

Metrics of the form of Eq. 1 and, finally, into two aggregated MRTs, one for each experiment. Finally, 

comparing the aggregation results of MRT(EA1) and MRT(EA2), we observe that indeed preyAdaptability, and 

therefore preyEfficiency is higher in experiment EA2, reaching the same conclusion as  in [9], that preys adapt 

better when both species employ learn ing mechanisms.  

4. DISCUSSION  

In this paper, we have presented a generic evaluation methodology for agents and MAS that provides a 

coherent framework of tools and guidelines for organizing and using evaluation-related informat ion. More 

specifically, the Metric Representation Tree (MRT) provides a structure for defining and quantifying higher-

level evaluation concepts (composite metrics) and relating them to exis ting, directly measurable performance 

aspects (simple metrics). Th is way, qualitative features  can now be integrated in the evaluation process in a 

quantitative manner. During the subsequent phases of measurement and aggregation, measured values are 

bound to the MRT and composed to produce performance characterizat ions, respectively. The evaluator is, 

thereafter, able to focus on any sub-tree of the MRT, in order to isolate aspects of system performance or 

examine the entire MRT for obtaining a single characterization of the system performance.  

The definition of the metrics and weights in the MRT is currently undertaken by domain experts, 

introducing some degree of subjectivity. There are several techniques for automating this procedure. For 

example in [7], we propose a training method for the MRT that assesses the validity and certainty of the 

selected metrics and weights, based on historical performance data. Towards this  direction, we envision a 

community of experts for each application domain that  would define MRTs to be continuously refined by 

using historical performance data on this domain. Thus, evaluators would have access to readily-available, 

domain-specific MRTs, being relieved from the burden of re-inventing metrics and therefore avoiding current 

ad-hoc evaluation practices. 
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